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ROLEPLAY with STRENGTHS 2

Choose an activity from this list: 

 Preparing a party
 Looking for a flat
 Choosing a birthday present
 Planning a journey
 Making food
 Doing housework

or  Make up your own situation 

Then choose one of the justice, 
temperance or transcendence strengths 
from above and write down or tell a 
partner how you'd act or speak in

    your chosen situation using that strength.

Examples

Situation:  preparing a party            Strength: playfulness & humour
I get a book of jokes to find something funny to do at the party, I get 
balloons, I make a cartoon invitation

Situation:  preparing a party            Strength: fairness & equity
I discuss with a friend how I can include those who are not so popular in 
class

Experiment with other strengths in the same situation to discover how you 
might act differently depending on which strength you choose to prioritise.

OR AS A GAME:

Game 1: 
One person chooses a strength to act out in a particular situation (choose from 
bullet list above) while the other person just plays along.
The other person or the class guesses which strength is being used.

Game 2: Both people have secretly chosen a strength to use in the situation. 
Again the class (or the other person) guesses which strength.

Game 3: The teacher/facilitator gives each participants a particular strength to 
use in the role-play
Other people guess which these are/ The class simply discusses how differently
we act according to our particular strengths

ADAPTATION:
Instead of acting out in front of the class, do the role-play in a small group or 
with just one person, if alone write out a plan of how to approach one of the 
above situations but with different strengths.


